(red-dashed), the Goat Rocks Pluton (black-hachured), and nearby volcanoes (white triangles). 55 56
Resolution -Sensitivity Testing 57
The issue of resolution is of primary concern when addressing and validating any tomographic 58 model. While we have shown that in the shallow crust (<10 km depth) our final model accurately correlates 59 with previously mapped surface geology, at greater depths accuracy becomes less constrained. This 60 reduction in accuracy with depth is a fundamental limitation of surface wave tomography, related to the 61 frequency content used. The challenges of fully quantifying the resolution are exacerbated when dealing 62 with an iterative full-wave tomographic workflow, such as the one used here, where the final solution 63 slowly converges. Each iteration can be thought of as recovering a fractional portion of the total velocity 64 perturbation, over a smoothed solution space-primarily controlled by regularization parameters within 65 the inversion. On the other hand, the spatial resolution of the model, or the smallest resolvable feature 66 independent of magnitude, is primarily controlled by frequency-dependent sensitivity kernels-the width 67 of their Fresnel zones and the manner in which kernels spatially cross/overlap with one another. 68
We can define a test of spatial resolution, using the results of our final iteration; 69
d = G m 70
where d is the vector of our final-iteration phase-delay measurements, G is the matrix of sensitivity 71 kernels, and m is our final solution for velocity perturbation. We now define a new synthetic velocity-72 perturbation model that we will test our ability to resolve, m S , and generate corresponding synthetic phase-73 delay data, d S ; 74
d S = G m s 75
We test our ability to recover this synthetic velocity-perturbation model using our final-iteration sensitivity 76 kernels and these generated synthetic phase-delay data. We use the same inversion routine (LSQR) used 77 in our iterative tomographic process, with the same regularization parameters. Given the previous 78 discussion on the iterative accumulation of the velocity perturbation, our resolution tests are only sensitive 79 to the pattern of the spatial resolution recovered, and we ignore the magnitude of the recovered anomalies. 80
We present several resolution tests, testing the validity of the conclusions drawn from the final 81 iterative velocity model. Figure S10 , tests the ability to resolve two independent low-velocity anomalies, 82 one corresponding to the Western Rainier Seismic Zone (WRSZ), the other from Mount Rainier's magma 83 reservoir, in three separate configurations; (1) magma reservoir only, (2) WRSZ only, (3) both. Figure  84 S10 shows that the WRSZ and the Mount Rainier magma reservoir anomalies could not be caused by 85 smearing from the other, e.g.; the WRSZ could not be due to a Mount Rainier magma reservoir anomaly 86 smearing westward, nor could a Mount Rainier magma reservoir anomaly be caused by a WRSZ anomaly 87 smearing eastward. However, Figure S10 (3) does exhibit smearing between the two anomalies, indicating 88 that interpretations of a connected magmatic system should not be based on tomography alone. We 89 reiterate that our interpretation of lateral movement of material from the WRSZ to Mount Rainier's magma 90 reservoir is based on the geochemical signatures of assimilation of evolved crustal components, and lack 91 of a deep sedimentary source beneath Mount Rainier, and not the apparent tomographic connection of the 92 two systems. 93
Figure S11 presents our ability to constrain the depth of the Southern Washington Cascades Low 94 Velocity Zone. (SWC-LVZ). Several different synthetic-starting models were used during testing, and the 95 one shown best represents the observed velocity structure seen in the tomographic solution. Although the 96 input anomaly is deeper than 25 km depth, vertical smearing extends the returned structure ~15 km 97 upwards, although sporadically and non-coherently. While the spatial extent of the tomographic solution 98 is robust, the SWC-LVZ as solved for in the tomographic process is likely deeper than observed in the 99 solved velocity model. However, the SWC-LVZ volume recovered from the final tomographic model, 100 ~12,800 km 3 , is roughly equivalent to the input synthetic resolution anomaly volume ~12,566 km 3 , 101
suggesting that while depth might be only partially constrained, total size/volume is more well resolved. 
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